Restricted Opening Hours of Libraries, the Closure of Celetná Library

Dear users, please, pay attention to the following information on the change of operation of libraries:

- Following the current epidemiological situation, the opening hours of some libraries are shortened for operational reasons. **Jan Palach Library** (main CU FA building, basement) will be from 29 September opened **Monday to Friday at 10 am to 5 pm** until further notice. Please, see the opening hours of CU FA libraries for other libraries.

- From 23 September, the limit of all study rooms in all libraries is 10 people until further notice. Please, follow other instructions related to COVID-19 on the informational webpage koronavirus.ff.cuni.cz.

- **Closure of Celetná Library**: From 30 September, the library is closed due to reconstruction. From 1 October, a provisional operation is anticipated, the requested loans from the Central Catalogue will be handed out in an alternative room. For more information, please, follow the Faculty webpage or Facebook. If you have inquiries, send them to libceletna@ff.cuni.cz.

- **Suspension of public service**: From 29 September 2020 until further notice, the general public is forbidden to enter CU FA buildings (including so-called external users and Alumni card holders and the Centre for Lifelong Learning at CU). Following these measures, all public and other mentioned users’ services are suspended until further notice. In order to return already
borrowed books, the entry to the libraries is allowed.